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usage is very simple, simply download and run scantool.exe as any normal windows program. then plug in the t-obd and press open button. you should then see the t-obd datalog appear in the scantool program. to save, press save and save as. note on the t-obd, it has a calibrated
speed of 500kbs, with the throttle wheel setting the range (in 100kbs increments) and engine speed setting the actual reading. this means you can set the range to anything from 25kbs to 5000kbs. however, the throttle wheel can read -25kbs to +25kbs, so in reality you can only

choose values around 500kbs for accurate readings. t-obd is constructed for use with the windows freeware scantool only, and does not work with other software. please be aware that the scantool software will not work with other types of obd-adapters such as durametric, vag-com
and similar. with the tank bought and packed, and the parts ordered, it took me about a fortnight to build everything. i wanted to do everything myself as a learning experience and a way of seeing if i actually could finish and do it myself, and the manual is just too technical for me

the gas ecu at first just accepted a static calibration from the software. once i had an idea of the car, i did a static calibration and then turned the engine on. it was at this point that the ecu was unable to start up. checking the gas map, there's a leak at the bottom of my throttle
body - this may be the cause, although i don't have access to the part with the laser inscriber. once the problem is fixed, it then found the second cell with "o2" in the plot but failed to start up. i have a replacement bottle with an "r" in the plot, but it's a bit impractical having to

calibrate while the car is running as well. there's also no need to do a dynamic calibration as it was static.
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managed switch port mapping tool cracked drivers xps diamond 2.0 usb for windows 10 64-19 installed like this, it's basically a 'tuned' version of the sysyem that comes with the car. i needed to load the configuration files for my car which i found in the 'firmware' folder of the omvl

software. note that this system will run for about 50 miles with a single fill of lpg. if you don't do the calibration every time you start the car, you'll hit the 50 mile mark before you know it. the system then starts to 'leak' up the fuel and not fill up to the reserve tank. after the last
ride, i started doing some diagnostics of the ecu. there are two ways to perform this. one is to connect up the laptop with the ecu and launch the omvl software and have it automatically do all the steps. you will get a snapshot after each step, so all you have to do is watch them. my
instructions are below. first, go to'tools' and choose to go to ecu configurator. this opens a whole new screen with loads of parameters.  first thing you'll probably want to do is disable the electronics for the regulators. this means they wont be flashing at 100% and will only be able
to turn on as they are needed. next up is the regulator. if there is a reason for running the regulator at full power, let's say the car has a power cut-out for example, then you can set that to 100%, otherwise leave it set to 50% as a full power draw will result in higher temperatures

and thus reduced efficiency. 5ec8ef588b
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